Hutchison’s Classes
Activities for April 23, 2019

THIS SLIDESHOW HAS ALL OF THE ACTIVITIES YOU
NEED TO COMPLETE WHILE I AM ABSENT TODAY

Working with your teammates, complete the activities at your own
pace and turn in ALL work at the end of class.

Writer’s Block
Use THIS DBQ SET for a little DBQ practice. Complete the following
activities:
• Create a thesis statement in response to the essential question at the top of
the first page (5 minutes)
• Choose any TWO of the documents and use them to support your thesis:
(10 minutes)
• Intro sentence (Identify it + TAD/Verb it/Explain it)
• Identify and explain the H or A or P or P
• Explain how the HAPP findings support your thesis

DocBlock
The Southern Manifesto
Members of Congress representing Southern States
March, 1956

Widening Struggle
Why and how did the civil rights
movement expand?

Victories lead to Struggle
As your DocBlock illustrates, resistance to the Civil Rights
movement was fierce, but victories, like the Brown v. BOE decision
desegregating schools and the Montgomery Bus Boycott you studied on
Friday, continued to accumulate through the 1950’s and 1960’s. By the
late 1960’s, although the African American Civil Rights movement was
experiencing internal division and suffered the loss of many leaders,
including Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968, Other social groups had
been inspired and were borrowing the tactics and the rhetoric which
had led to their successes. Over the next portion of class, you will
examine these other movements, their struggles, and their successes.

Analyze this protest poster and record your
thoughts and responses to the questions
below in your Content Block:
1.What is the message of the poster?
2.What tools of propaganda does this poster
employ in communicating its message?
3.What symbols are used in the poster?
4.What details do you notice and what might be
their significance?
5.How successful do you believe the poster is in
communicating its message to its intended
audience?

Now listen to the protest song found at the link to
the left and answer the questions that follow:
1.What is the message of the song?
2.What is the emotional tone of the song?
3.What musical elements strike you as you listen
to the song?
4.What elements of propaganda does the song
employ in communicating its message?
5.How successful do you believe the song would
be in communicating its message to its
intended audience

Using both the song and the poster, respond to the following
questions:
1.What group of Americans might have created this poster
and sung this song?
2.What evidence supports your answer?
3.What specific civil rights might this group have been
fighting for?
4.Based on these two primary sources, what actions did this
group take to fight for civil rights?
5.What other groups might the civil rights movement have
expanded to include by the 1960s and 1970s?

You will now work in teams to examine historical information and evidence in 7
different stations, each representing a different group that joined the movement
in the 1960’s and 1970’s seeking to expand Civil Rights for American Citizens.
At each station, you will read about the group and examine the included
primary and secondary sources
Follow the directions included in each station,
complete the questions, and create the chart
on this slide for every station you encounter.

Stations
Link

Based on what you
learned from the
stations and the
timeline on this slide,
what relationships do
you see between the
African American
struggle for Civil Rights
and that of other
groups?
Which groups and tactics
seem to have had the
most success? Why do
you believe that is so?

Remainder of Class
• Turn in all completed work for the “Widening the
Struggle” activity.
• Keep the DBQ practice and the DocBlock in your
binders
• If you have time remaining, begin working on your
textbook reading notes due tomorrow

